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Abstract: The comparative and evolutionary analysis of social learning and all manner  20 

of cultural processes has become a flourishing field. Applying the ‘comparative 21 

method’ to such phenomena allows us to exploit the good fortunate we have in being 22 

able to study them in satisfying detail in our living primate relatives, using the results to 23 

reconstruct the cultural cognition of the ancestral forms we share with these species. 24 

Here I offer an overview of principal discoveries in recent years, organized through a 25 

developing scheme that targets three main dimensions of culture: the patterning of 26 

culturally transmitted traditions in time and space; the underlying social learning 27 

processes; and the particular behavioural and psychological contents of cultures. I focus 28 

on a comparison between humans, particularly children, and our closest primate relative 29 

the chimpanzee, for which we now have much the richest database of relevant 30 

observational and experimental findings. Commonalities across these sister-species can 31 

be identified in each of the three dimensions listed above and in several subcategories 32 

within them, but the comparisons also highlight the major contrasts in the nature of 33 

culture that have evolved between ourselves and closest primate relatives.  34 

 35 

Keywords: Social learning, traditions, evolution of culture, apes, chimpanzees, children 36 
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Culture pervades our human minds. Much of what populates each of our minds and 38 

our behavioural repertoires is assimilated from the particular cultural world we have 39 

experienced through our lifetimes, from our languages to our social customs, rituals, 40 

technology and all aspects of material culture. Human culture is cumulative, with 41 

successive generations building on what went before, and the lofty achievements of this 42 

process have allowed our species to spread and reproduce so that billions of us are 43 

spread across all major land masses except the poles, whereas each of the other species 44 

of primate is restricted to a much more circumscribed ecological niche: for our closest 45 

relatives, chimpanzees, for example, this is limited to tropical African forests and 46 

woodlands (Henrich, 2015, Pagel, 2012, Whiten, Hinde, Stringer & Laland, 2011). 47 

  Human culture is so distinctive that it may appear to set us completely apart from 48 

all other species. And so to a large extent it does; no other species comes close to what 49 

has evolved in the cultures of Homo sapiens. However, research of the past several 50 

decades has shown that many fundamental features of culture and the cognitive 51 

capacities that underlie it are nevertheless operating in the lives of other primates and 52 

other animal species too (Hoppitt & Laland, 2013, Whiten, 2012; Whiten et al., 2011). 53 

Many other species, including invertebrates like insects, display the key underlying 54 

capacity for learning from others, that we call social learning (Galef & Whiten, in press: 55 

Leadbeater & Chittka, 2007). Some of this social learning gives rise to traditions, in 56 

which what is learned socially spreads across groups, sometimes between groups, and 57 

may pass from generation to generation. Such traditions are the foundation of any 58 

concept of culture. 59 

 Whiten and van Schaik (2007) portrayed the basic evolutionary progression as in 60 

Figure 1. At the base of this pyramid is social information transfer – the transmission of 61 

information, and thence behaviour, from individual to individual. This occurs in many 62 

species including insects (Leadbeater and Chittka, 2007), but often has only transient 63 

effects – a bee may learn by observing others which flowers are best to visit, but this 64 

will last for only a short time. However some socially-learned behaviour patterns may 65 

be more sustained, even being passed across several (or very many) generations, and 66 

then we have the second, smaller layer of the pyramid that represents traditions. Many 67 

authors treat ‘culture’ as a synonym for such traditions. Other authors separate these 68 

concepts, by various different criteria; Galef (1992) for example, proposed that only  69 
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transmission serviced by high fidelity mechanisms of imitation or teaching, hallmarks 70 

of human culture, should merit the ‘culture’ term and otherwise we should talk only of 71 

animal traditions. Whiten and van Schaik (2007) instead discriminated cultures as 72 

constituted, again as in the human case, by multiple traditions of diverse kinds, which as 73 

we shall see below, is well illustrated in the great apes. Finally there is cumulative 74 

culture, which all authors acknowledge is distinctive in humans; some declare it unique 75 

to humans (e.g. Tennie, Call & Tomasello, 2009), and others appeal to evidence that it 76 

occurs in limited forms in some other species (e.g. Whiten, 2011), as discussed further 77 

below.  78 

 79 

 *** please insert Figure 1 around here *** 80 

 81 

 The phenomena outlined in Figure 1 provide animals with a ‘second inheritance 82 

system’ (Whiten, 2005), built on the shoulders of the genetic inheritance system, that 83 

permits what some individuals discover to be inherited by others through social 84 

learning, to their benefit. This can make adaptive change possible over much shorter 85 

timespans than in the genetic case. An interdisplinary collaboration of authors including 86 

psychologists, biologists and archaeologists (Haidle et al., 2015) have adopted the basic 87 

architecture of the model in Figure 1 and added an additional four layers to discriminate 88 

further progressions in the nature of culture traced through the course of human 89 

evolution and history, based on the archaeological record. The result is an eight-stage 90 

model of the evolution of culture and cultural cognition culminating in contemporary 91 

human cultures. 92 

 93 

The Expanding Scientific Toolkit for Studying Social Learning and Culture 94 

 95 

 What we have discovered of the riches of social learning, traditions and culture in 96 

both non-human and human animals over the last several decades has been derived from 97 

an impressive array of differing but complementary methodologies.  98 

 99 

Observational studies 100 

 101 
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 Perhaps the most important, in my view, is essentially a foundational natural 102 

history phase in which the species of interest is studied in the wild to establish the 103 

apparent scope of social learning and traditions as these occur in everyday life, and in 104 

the environments to which the features displayed are likely to represent adaptations. 105 

Such observational studies may offer evidence of social learning in various ways. One 106 

is by focusing on the ontogenetic development of behaviour patterns. For example, 107 

Lonsdorf et al. (2003) showed that not only do young chimpanzees peer closely at their 108 

mother’s skilled tool use in extracting termites from small tunnels in their mounds, but 109 

the extent of such observation predicts later skill. Juvenile females spend more time 110 

closely observing their mother’s fishing than do young males, who are engaged in other 111 

behaviours like play-fighting, and the young females master the tricky skills of termite-112 

fishing on average a whole year before their male peers do, strongly suggesting that the 113 

skill is dependent on social learning. 114 

 A different insight is provided by the identification of different behavioural profiles 115 

in different communities, that are apparently not explicable by either genetics or 116 

environmental factors. This approach, first applied to chimpanzees by a collaborative 117 

consortium of chimpanzee researchers completing long-term studies at different sites 118 

across Africa, concluded that this species may have at least 39 different traditions across 119 

the continent (Whiten et al. 1999, 2001). Of course it may be challenging to rule out 120 

those alternative genetic and environmental explanations when the sites are widely 121 

separated, although it can be done; for example, surveys showed that the raw materials 122 

for cracking nuts (appropriate nuts plus hammer and anvil materials) were plentiful in 123 

areas where chimpanzees did not crack nuts, so that availability could not explain why 124 

the behaviour occurs only in far West Africa and not elsewhere across the continent 125 

(Boesch, Marchesi, Marchesi, Frith & Joulian, 1994; McGrew, Ham, White, Tutin & 126 

Fernandez, 1997).  127 

 Luncz and Boesch (2012) have instead compared neighbouring chimpanzee 128 

communities in the Taï Forest in Ivory Coast, and found a number of differences in their 129 

preferences for types of tools, notably with respect to use of stone versus wooden 130 

hammers according to the season. As the authors note, this cannot be explained by 131 

genetics because of mixing between the communities, and the habitats are similar too, 132 

thus isolating the variations as cultural. Parallel cultural differences have been 133 
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discovered between neighbouring communities in a chimpanzee rescue sanctuary, that 134 

include variations in hammering hard-shelled fruits to break them (Rawlings, Davila-135 

Ross & Boysen, 2014), use of a specific form of mutual grooming (the ‘hand-clasp’, 136 

van Leeuwen, Cronin, Mundry & Bodamer, 2012) and even putting a grass leaf in one 137 

ear and lodging it there, serving no apparent immediate purpose (van Leeuwen, Cronin 138 

& Haun, 2014). Genetic or environmental differences cannot explain these variants. In 139 

yet another approach to tracing cultural transmission, the actual diffusion of an incipient 140 

new tradition, in which moss is used as a sponge to extract water from a small hole, has 141 

been carefully documented in the wild (Hobaiter, Poiso, Zuberbühler, Hoppit & Gruber, 142 

2014).  143 

 144 

Experimental Approaches 145 

 146 

 The experimental study of primate social learning began over a century ago, 147 

virtually all of it until recent times conducted with captive animals (reviewed by 148 

Tomasello & Call, 1997; Whiten and Ham, 1992). For long the paradigmatic approach 149 

was dyadic; that is to say, it typically involved exposing a single individual to a single 150 

model (a conspecific primate or a human) engaged in an act such as opening a puzzle-151 

box or using a tool to gain a reward, and comparing the results with a control condition 152 

in which no model is available, so the subject must rely on individual learning. Over the 153 

years a substantial number of ingenious variations on this design have been used, 154 

particularly to discriminate between different forms of social learning that may be 155 

operating, such as imitation, the copying of actions, versus mere ‘stimulus 156 

enhancement’ in which the subject may match the focus of attention of the model but 157 

not copy what the they actually do. We shall review a selection of influential 158 

discoveries generated by variations on this approach, below. 159 

 In the present century these dyadic tests have been supplemented by a different 160 

approach more appropriate if our interest is in the larger phenomenon of culture. These 161 

are variously referred to as diffusion or transmission experiments and they in turn come 162 

in a variety of forms, each of which tells us something usefully different to the others. 163 

One is referred to as a diffusion or transmission chain design. In this, an individual is 164 

exposed to a model, but then after it has mastered the task at stake (however it performs 165 
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it), it in turn becomes the model for a further naïve individual, and so on along a chain 166 

of individuals. Hopper et al., (2010), for example, found a novel form of tool use being 167 

transmitted faithfully along a chain of as many as twenty pre-school children – or 168 

twenty ‘cultural generations’. A quite different approach is open diffusion, in which a 169 

single mode,l trained in a technique to gain a reward, is seeded in a group; then, unlike 170 

the diffusion chain, it is an open question who watches and who (if any) learns from the 171 

model, or from others who start to learn the technique. The way in which new 172 

information spreads through the group can then be studied. Other variations on these 173 

diffusion experiments have been developed and are reviewed by Mesoudi and Whiten 174 

(2008: human studies), Whiten and Mesoudi (2008: animal studies) and Whiten, 175 

Caldwell & Mesoudi (2016), now including over 150 studies covering both human and 176 

non-human species. We examine key chimpanzee examples in more detail further 177 

below. 178 

 179 

The Comparative Method Applied to Culture 180 

 181 

 All birds have feathers, are bipedal and have some sorts of wings, characteristics 182 

that are therefore attributed to their ancient common ancestors. The same principle can 183 

be applied to behaviour and psychology and is known as the comparative method. This 184 

gives us a valuable route to reconstructing the evolutionary foundations of social 185 

learning and culture in primates, because fortunately, hundreds of species are still 186 

living. Accordingly by appropriate comparisons we can infer the ancestry of whatever 187 

features are shared between ourselves and our closest relatives the chimpanzees and 188 

bonobos, whose common ancestors lived about 6-7 million years ago (Hara, Imanishi & 189 

Satta, 2012). In turn we could focus on shared features among the great apes, or other 190 

taxonomic levels such as all primates, hence making inferences about their common 191 

ancestors at respectively 14 and 65 million years ago, in the manner of Dawkins (2005). 192 

If we wish to reconstruct the more recent phases of hominin cultural evolution, we can 193 

turn to other quite different sources of evidence, including the archaeological record, 194 

encompassing the stone age from 3.3 million years  ago (Stout 2011; Harmand et al. 195 

2015), and the cultural practices of peoples who have until recently (or even now) 196 

subsisted through a hunting-and-gathering (‘foraging’) way of life, that characterized 197 
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our ancestors for hundreds of millennia before the advent of agriculture around 10,000 198 

years ago (Whiten & Erdal, 2012).  199 

 200 

A Three-part Comparative Analysis of Primate Culture 201 

 202 

 Over recent years I have developed an approach to the comparative analysis of 203 

human and animal cultural phenomena that begins with three major divisions, 204 

considered next in turn. Gratifyingly this has recent been adopted as an organizing 205 

scheme in cultural anthropology (Jordan, 2015) – a discipline that often resists an 206 

evolutionary perspective! This scheme was sketched in Whiten (2005), elaborated in 207 

Whiten (2011) and has been updated and embellished with some additional perspectives 208 

in Whiten (in press). Accordingly here I offer only an abridged overview of the scheme 209 

(see table 1 for a corresponding chart) and some of the key relevant data, referring the 210 

reader to the above publications for fuller treatments. Because the chimpanzee is the 211 

living relative with whom we share our most recent non-human ancestor, but also, more 212 

significantly, because we have learned so much about social learning and culture in this 213 

species than in any other non-human, the primary analysis here remains focused on the 214 

chimpanzee/human comparison, supplemented with references to other primates as 215 

occasional appropriate asides.We still know all too little about comparable phenomena 216 

in chimpanzees’ sister taxon, the bonobo, who lives in a much more restricted range in 217 

Africa and remains much less studied. 218 

 219 

The Existence of Multiple, Diverse Traditions 220 

 221 

 Just a half century ago we knew almost nothing about the behaviour of our closest 222 

relative in the wild, but in recent decades that has changed enormously, with a growing 223 

number of field sites across the central band of Africa accumulating long-term 224 

behavioural databases. As these built up it began to be recognised that like people, 225 

chimpanzees in different parts of Africa behaved in different ways, and these bore 226 

indicators of a cultural basis, such as youngsters intensively and extensively observing 227 

these behaviours, like skilled tool use, before slowly mastering them; accordingly 228 

researchers began to build up lists of suspected local traditions  (Boesch & Tomasello, 229 
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1998, Goodall, 1986, McGrew, 1992). However these pioneering explorations were 230 

naturally plagued by various inconsistencies, superseded once all the leaders of the 231 

long-term studies developed an explicit collaboration and delivered a shared, systematic 232 

analysis  (Whiten et al. 1999; 2001). This identified as many as 39 different traditions or 233 

‘cultural variants’ defined as behaviour patterns that were common in at least one 234 

community yet absent in another, with no apparent explanation due to either genetics or 235 

environmental constraints. This number of traditions was unprecedented, because most 236 

existing studies of animal traditions, such as birdsong dialects, had reported on just one.  237 

 A subsequent study following this approach but focused on long-term studies of our 238 

more distant ape relative, the orangutan, again revealed a substantial number of putative 239 

cultural variants (van Schaik et al., 2003; Krüzen, Willems & van Schaik, 2011), and as 240 

in the chimpanzee case, these were marked by a great diversity of kinds of behaviour 241 

patterns spanning the repertoire of the species. This cultural richness appears not to be 242 

approached by other primate species, so there is a case for inferring it is owed to the 243 

ancestor of all the great apes (the Asian orangutan, and the chimpanzees, bonobos and 244 

gorillas of Africa) living in the region of 14 million years ago (Hara et al. 2012) and a 245 

case has been made that this has generated a high degree of ‘cultural intelligence’ 246 

amongst the apes (Whiten & van Schaik, 2007; van Schaik & Burkart, 2011). However, 247 

evidence of multiple, if less numerous, cultural variants has been published for other 248 

species of primate, including the spider monkey (Santorelli et al. 2011) and capuchin 249 

monkey (for reviews, see Whiten & van Schaik, 2007), New World monkeys both often 250 

highlighted as paralleling in some ways the niche of the chimpanzee in Africa. For 251 

discussion of other primate cases see Whiten (2012). 252 

 253 

Local Cultures with Unique Arrays of Traditions 254 

 255 

 Taken together, the array of traditions of a community of chimpanzees is often 256 

unique to them, and again as in the human case, could thus be taken to constitute a 257 

recognizable local culture. This means that if for any one individual we know enough of 258 

the cultural variants she displays, we can tell where the individual comes from, much as 259 

we can for a person on the basis of the characteristics of the cultural community they 260 

hail from. 261 
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 Accordingly, we have identified two cultural phenomena shared between humans 262 

and chimpanzees and thus attributed to their last common ancestor: the existence in the 263 

species of multiple, diverse cultural variants (traditions); and unique local cultures 264 

identified by distinctive arrays of the traditions (table 1). Of course, as is noted in table 265 

1, what we see in chimpanzees pales in comparison to the richness of both these 266 

phenomena in the contemporary human case. But the broader implication holds and is 267 

the important one: the richness of human cultures did not spring out of nowhere, but 268 

instead represents the evolutionary flowering of characteristics shared with other 269 

primates and with our shared ancestors. 270 

  271 

Complementary Forms of Evidence: Observations and Experiments 272 

 273 

 I here insert an aside on the crucial contributions and value of the complementary 274 

kinds of evidence this field has been able to call on, alluded to in my introductory 275 

comments. The conclusions of the above two sections are based in the first instance on 276 

observational data only, and this is inherently limited in its power to identify the critical 277 

cause-and-effect element of social learning. The approach of the broad regional 278 

comparisons has been essentially one of exclusion of alternative genetic and 279 

environmental explanations these differences, but this can be difficult to be sure of – for 280 

example, perhaps there is some ecological variable that plays a part that has not yet been 281 

recognised and measured. Application of sophisticated statistical analyses to evidence 282 

for the diffusion of innovation has been offered as a more compelling alternative 283 

(Hoppitt & Laland 2013), but the opportunities to apply this are limited when the main 284 

differences are quite stable (they may have endured for millennia) and in any case this 285 

approach is itself inherently correlational, with the attendant weakness in identifying 286 

causal relationships. 287 

 By contrast, an experiment does this robustly. In the most fundamental 288 

experimental design to identify social learning, one simply compares the results of a 289 

condition in which subjects can witness a model’s behaviour with an asocial one in 290 

which they cannot; if the former group acquire the innovation modeled and the other 291 

group do not – or even if the former group simply acquire it more often or more quickly 292 

– then a causal role for social learning cannot be in dispute. Even more telling are 293 
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experiments applying a ‘two-action’ design in which in addition to a non-observing 294 

control group, each of two other experimental groups see some task being completed in 295 

each of two different ways; the experimenter can then record whether these differences 296 

are reflected in matching to the alternative models in later performances of the subjects. 297 

Such approaches have been used in large numbers of experiments in captivity where the 298 

two different scenarios and subjects’ access to them can be engineered with relative 299 

ease, many early ones reviewed in Tomasello and Call (1997) and for later ape studies 300 

by Whiten  et al. (2004). However such experiments are inherently difficult in the wild, 301 

where one typically cannot control who watches whom. To be sure, such experiments 302 

have now started to be conducted in the wild, for example by offering ‘artificial fruits’ 303 

that can be opened in either of two ways, but with one method locked, to whole groups 304 

until one bold individual develops a successful technique for access. This is followed by  305 

testing for matching by other group members once the device is unlocked and both 306 

methods are possible (van de Waal et al. 2010). However, this has so far been managed 307 

for only a handful of lemurs and monkeys (reviewed in van de Waal et al. 2015) and to 308 

my knowledge not yet with apes in the wild. 309 

 In these circumstances it has been important to make experiments with captive 310 

primates more closely deal with the core issues arising from the discoveries in the wild. 311 

In my view, it has been crucial to first assemble the best picture we can in the wild, as in 312 

the case of the putative cultures of chimpanzees – whatever the caution we must 313 

recognize in ascribing regional differences to social learning. Providing our best 314 

inferences about the scope of culture in the wild is the only sensible starting point for 315 

research on this topic. It has then be important to design experiments that meet two 316 

important criteria; (i) not being limited to dyadic learning episodes but instead tracing 317 

the potential establishment and maintenance of traditions – i.e. the types of ‘diffusion’ 318 

experiments outlined above; and (ii) creating the circumstances for learning from 319 

conspecifics, rather than human models. 320 

 This is the approach we first took in training one chimpanzee to solve a naturalistic 321 

foraging task by applying a stick-tool in one way (‘Lift’) and then reuniting her with her 322 

group as an expert in this, in another group doing the same but teaching the model a 323 

quite different technique (‘Poke’), (Whiten, Horner & de Waal, 2005). This study 324 

showed that the two different methods spread in their respective groups to be become 325 
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incipient traditions. A variety of other similar experiments were completed at the same 326 

site and a second one, which together showed that chimpanzees can indeed sustain the 327 

multiple tradition cultures inferred for the wild on the basis of the fieldwork 328 

observations summarized above (Whiten et al., 2007).  329 

 However, although this shows this fundamental ability is in place in the species and 330 

thus plausible in the wild, it does not show that each putative tradition inferred in the 331 

wild is indeed socially learned. Other experiments do come closer to closure on such 332 

concerns and perhaps the best example is of nut-cracking. This occurs only in a large 333 

swathe of far-West Africa, and not elsewhere. As noted earlier, evidence that this is not 334 

environmentally caused comes from studies that have checked that in areas of absence 335 

of the skill, all the necessary raw materials are present and can do the job (Boesch et al. 336 

1994; McGrew et al. 1997). However this does not deal with the potential genetic 337 

explanation. The West African chimpanzees are indeed very different genetically, and 338 

indeed Langergraber et al. (2011) have shown there is a correlation between genetic 339 

variation and regional differences in behaviour, leading these authors to suggest that 340 

genetic explanations for the variations cannot be excluded. However again, experiments 341 

clinch the matter, rejecting this hypothesis. Marshall-Pescini and Whiten (2008a) 342 

studied juvenile East African chimpanzees in a sanctuary on an island in Lake Victoria 343 

in Uganda, introducing them to a six-year-old conspecific model who cracked nuts. By 344 

contrast with control conditions, the youngsters exposed to the model acquired the 345 

cracking skill. This clearly shows that we not dealing with a cracking ‘instinct’ in West 346 

African chimpanzees only, but instead with a skill that has never been seen in their East 347 

African cousins in the wild, but can be socially learned once they see an appropriate 348 

model (see Fuhrmann, Ravignani, Marshall-Pescini & Whiten, 2014, for further 349 

analysis of mimetic processes in the acquisition process and Whiten (2015) for an 350 

extended review of such experiments by our own and other research groups). 351 

 352 

Core Cultural Ideas 353 

 354 

 Some cultural anthropologists such as Levine (1984) have emphasized that human 355 

culture should not be thought of as a collection of separate unitary items; instead, 356 

certain core cultural ideas have diffuse influences on a range of practices. One well-357 
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aired example is an ethos celebrating independence of mind and analytic thought in the 358 

West, versus collectivist ideals and more holistic ways of thinking in the East. These 359 

biases pervade many particularities of cultural life in the West and the East respectively. 360 

 It is naturally difficult to test for analogous effects in the cultures of non-verbal 361 

creatures, but some recent field experiments may suggest one way this can be 362 

approached. In these studies, holes too small for chimpanzee fingers were drilled in logs 363 

and filled with honey, in two chimpanzee communities in Uganda. Chimpanzees in one 364 

of these communities habitually use sticks in extractive foraging, whereas stick tool use 365 

does not occur in the other. Here, other tools are used, that include masticated leaf-366 

sponges to gain water from natural holes (Whiten et al. 1999; Hobaiter et al. 2015). The 367 

two communities responded very differently to the artificial honey-filled holes (Gruber, 368 

Muller, Strimling, Wrangham & Zuberbuhler, 2009). Those in the first community 369 

efficiently dipped sticks in the holes and licked off the honey, whereas the others made 370 

and applied their habitual leaf sponges, which were naturally much less effective. When 371 

leafy sticks were provided, the stick-culture chimpanzees stripped the leaves off to 372 

make a stick-tool, whereas the others chimpanzees did the opposite, stripping off the 373 

leaves and making these into sponges (Gruber, Muller, Reynolds, Wrangham & 374 

Zuberbuhler, 2011). The authors concluded that “wild chimpanzees rely on their 375 

cultural knowledge to solve an experimental honey acquisition task” (Gruber et al. 376 

2009). This would seem close to the principle that core cultural cognitions may pervade 377 

and shape multiple contexts (Whiten, 2011).  378 

 379 

Cumulative Culture 380 

 381 

Many authors see cumulative culture as a qualitative dividing line between humans and 382 

other animals (e.g. Tennie et al. 2009; Henrich 2015). In my view this stark dichotomy 383 

is not correct. Other animals show some limited evidence of cumulative culture. The 384 

magnitude of the difference between ourselves and other animals in this respect is of 385 

course massive, but nevertheless in chimpanzees there are some significant signs of 386 

accumulation, and I hypothesise that  it would have been from phenomena like these 387 

that our distinctive human capacities evolved.  388 
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 Boesch (2012) describes several candidate cases in chimpanzees. To me, a 389 

compellling example is chimpanzees in central Congo who extract termites from nests 390 

several feet beneath the ground (Sanz, Call & Morgan, 2009). They first push a thick 391 

stick right down into the earth, creating a subterranean tunnel. They then prepare fresh, 392 

slim stems they carried to the site by stripping one end through their teeth to make a 393 

comb end, which is ideal for getting termites to bite on it. This is skillfully inserted 394 

down the long tunnel and withdrawn with termites on the brush end. It seems quite 395 

miraculous that the chimpanzees know what to do here, go gain these invisible and 396 

deeply embedded prey. Perhaps in the distant past these operations began close to the 397 

surface and then steadily went deeper, thus evolving across generations into the more 398 

elaborate form we see today. If so this would be an elementary case of cumulative 399 

culture.  400 

 This is indeed minimal compared to the pace and scope of accumulation that 401 

characterised recent phases of human history. However the beginnings of human 402 

cumulative culture were enormously slower. The evidence for the beginnings of the 403 

stone age date back to at least 2.6 million years (Semaw et al. 2003), with new evidence 404 

suggesting an even older origin of 3.3 million years (Harmand et al. 2015). The first 405 

cumulative step from these early flaking efforts to more advanced, symmetrically-406 

shaped Acheulian hand axes did not emerge until approximately 1.8 million years ago. 407 

There was then little major progressive change for a million years or so before 408 

significant further cumulative steps were evident (Stout 2011). Thus although 409 

chimpanzee cumulative culture is minimal, it is relevantly comparable to much of the 6-410 

7 million years or so of our unique hominin evolutionary pathway. We shall examine 411 

proposed explanations for the contrast between chimpanzee culture and modern human  412 

cumulative culture further below. 413 

 414 

Social Learning Processes 415 

  416 

 Over the years comparative psychologists have distinguished numerous different 417 

forms of social learning, offering some variant definitions and taxonomies (Hoppit and 418 

Laland, 2003; Whiten and Ham, 1992; Whiten, Horner, Litchfield & Marshall-Pescini, 419 
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2004). Scholars new to the field must grapple with these to gain any deep understanding 420 

of the important distinctions at stake. 421 

 Primates, and chimpanzees in particular, have been prime foci for these studies, in 422 

many cases combined with corresponding child studies undertaken in an effort to 423 

understand if differences in social learning may explain the relatively enormous scale of 424 

the manifestations of culture in humans. Galef and Whiten (in press), charged with 425 

writing a review of the comparative psychology of social learning in animals, found 426 

only a handful of published studies that directly compare two or more related species, 427 

but there was one notable exception: as many as 24 studies compare children and 428 

chimpanzees. Galef and Whiten tabulate these and offer potted summaries of all of 429 

them. Here, we draw more selectively on this corpus of studies to indicate principal 430 

commonalities and differences between the species in several different aspects of social 431 

learning.   432 

 433 

Fidelity in Cultural Diffusion Within and Across Communities 434 

 435 

An influential dichotomy due to Michael Tomasello (1990) was initially drawn between 436 

two social learning processes. One was imitation, the copying of others’ actions, a 437 

process studied in comparative and developmental psychology for much of the prior 438 

century (Whiten and Ham, 1992). Tomasello distinguished the other process, emulation,  439 

following a study in which chimpanzees failed to imitatively copy a tool-use sequence 440 

displayed by a skilled individual, but showed by their efforts that they had learned 441 

something about the function of the stick-tool in gaining out-of-reach objectives 442 

(Tomasello et al., 1987). Tomasello described emulation as recreating desirable results 443 

of another’s actions rather than copying their form, which is the hallmark of imitation. 444 

Emulation could thus be considered to lie somewhere between such imitation and the 445 

simple forms of social learning called stimulus enhancement and local enhancement, in 446 

which all that is socially acquired is the focus of attention  respectively on particular 447 

objects or locations displayed by others. 448 

 Tomasello, Kruger & Ratner (1993) went on to suggest that the high fidelity, 449 

imitative action copying of which children are capable is what permits cumulative 450 

culture, because this is what is needed to maintain traditions between progressive steps 451 
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up the cultural ‘ratchet’. By contrast, it was proposed that chimpanzees are constrained 452 

to emulation, where they have to generate an action sequence of their own to achieve 453 

the desirable results they learned about from others. A large corpus of studies has 454 

accumulated that is consistent with this hypothesis (e.g. Nagell, Olguin & Tomasello,  455 

1993; Call, Carpenter & Tomasello, 2005; for recent reviews and appraisals, see Tennie 456 

et al. (2009) and Whiten, McGuigan, Hopper & Marshall-Pescini (2009). Herrmann, 457 

Call, Hernandez-Loreda, Hare & Tomaello (2007), for example, presented children and 458 

chimpanzees with modeled behaviours and reported that only the children showed 459 

significant evidence of imitating the model, although both children and chimpanzees 460 

performed similarly on physically-based tests.  461 

 However in these tests the apes were presented with a model of a different species 462 

(human), whereas children could copy a model of their own species. Several studies that 463 

employed ape models in studies of apes’ social learning have drawn different 464 

conclusions as regards fidelity of transmission. These include the cultural diffusion 465 

studies mentioned above (Mesoudi and Whiten, 2008; Whiten and Mesoudi, 2008; 466 

Whiten et al., 2016). These studies are more appropriate experimental designs for 467 

assessing the spread of culture than those that ask only ‘what does B learn from model 468 

A?’, because whole groups are involved. In the first of these controlled experiments of 469 

this kind with chimpanzees, outlined earlier in this review, Whiten et al. (2005) showed 470 

that the alternative techniques spread differentially in their respective groups, becoming 471 

incipient alternative traditions. Some chimpanzees discovered the alternative technique, 472 

but by two months later these individuals tended to re-converge on the majority 473 

technique of their group. Such results do not necessarily distinguish imitation from 474 

emulation (see next section); their importance lies instead in reliably demonstrating 475 

whether the primates under study are able to transmit and sustain with some fidelity the 476 

kinds of alternative tradition inferred from observations in the wild, as in the case of 477 

chimpanzees outlined above. 478 

 Because it is an open question who will watch the models in such experiments and 479 

who will (or will not) copy what they do, this design has been called ‘open diffusion’. 480 

By contrast in a ‘diffusion chain’, only one observer sees the model, then after 481 

mastering the task (whichever way they do it) they become the model for the next 482 

individual in a growing chain. Horner, Whiten, Flynn and de Waal (2006) reported 483 
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fidelity along such chains amounting to 10 children, and to 6 chimpanzees (a number of 484 

‘cultural generations’ limited by the need to match up compatible successive pairs in a 485 

colony of finite size). Additional diffusion experiments at two different sites showed 486 

that chimpanzees can show adequate fidelity of copying to sustain multiple-tradition 487 

cultures (Whiten et al. 2007; figure 2).  488 

 489 

 *** please insert Figure 2 around here *** 490 

 491 

 We have repeated the ‘panpipes’ open diffusion experiment outlined above with 492 

young children in nursery groups (Whiten & Flynn 2010; Flynn & Whiten 2012), 493 

revealing both similarities to, and differences from, the chimpanzee findings. Initially, 494 

as for the chimpanzees, the study generated two different incipient traditions. These 495 

emerged on Day-1 of the study, as tool-use skills spread across the groups. However 496 

children were quicker than chimpanzees to discover the alternative technique and they 497 

also invented a third, intermediate method, involving aspects of both techniques we had 498 

seeded. These innovations then spread by social learning, with a majority of children 499 

being identified as ‘social learners’ and a minority as the ‘innovators’. This 500 

child/chimpanzee comparison thus offered results opposite to what several dyadic 501 

studies have reported, for her, the children showed less sustained traditions. However 502 

there are good reasons to think that this is not because children are inherently less able 503 

to faithfully copy; rather, it is likely they were more able to independently master the 504 

task and thus were more ready to innovate.  Accordingly in making such comparisons, it 505 

is important to recognize that the level of challenge in the task for each species can be a 506 

critical factor in the resulting picture of fidelity of transmission they each display. 507 

 508 

Fidelity of Transmission in Imitation versus Emulation 509 

 510 

 The distinction between imitation and emulation emphasised by Tomasello (1990) 511 

has pervaded the comparative study of human and ape social-learning literature. In the 512 

study outlined further above, Tomasello et al. (1987) observed that, although 513 

chimpanzees failed to copy the particular actions an expert conspecific used to acquire 514 

out-of-reach food, they did apply the tool more successfully than could be explained by 515 
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mere stimulus enhancement. The authors concluded that the chimpanzees had observed 516 

“the relation between the tool and the goal” (p. 182) and learned “to use the tool in its 517 

function as a tool” (p.182), and it was this that Tomasello (1990) labelled ‘emulation”. 518 

Unlike imitation, in emulation the observer may act “in any way it may devise” (p. 284) 519 

to achieve the goal it had seen attained. 520 

 A series of experiments went on to compare children’s social learning with 521 

chimpanzees’ with a focus on the imitation versus emulation distinction. In one of the 522 

first, children were found to copy an adult’s trick of flipping over a pronged rake to 523 

recover a reward, illustrating imitation, unlike chimpanzees who used the tool without 524 

replicating the flip action and were therefore described as emulating (Nagell et al., 525 

1993). Call and Tomasello (1994) reported a similar result for orangutans (Pongo 526 

pygmaeus).  527 

 In an ingenious and different approach, Call and Tomasello (1995) had orangutans 528 

watch human and conspecific models manipulating a lever to release food from an 529 

opaque box that hid the results of their actions, thus preventing emulation, so imitation 530 

of the actions of the model on the lever was the only way to succeed. Young children 531 

showed some copying of the various actions involved, such as pulling, pushing and 532 

turning the lever in specific sequences, but the orangutans did not.  533 

 However, Savage-Rumbaugh suggested that chimpanzees and bonobos (Pan 534 

paniscus) participating in her language learning studies appeared quite capable of 535 

imitation and a collaboration with Tomasello confirmed these observations 536 

experimentally (Tomasello, Savage-Rumbaugh & Ratner, 1993), although such results 537 

were found only for chimpanzees described as ‘enculturated’, who had had rich daily 538 

interactions with humans, and not for mother-reared chimpanzees. This led to the 539 

hypothesis that enculturation could shape apes’ social cognition to generate human-like 540 

capacities for imitation.  541 

Other studies have taken further different approaches. An important one that 542 

provided evidence for imitation developed ‘Do-as-I-do’ experiments in which 543 

chimpanzees and orangutans were trained to match a series of actions and were then 544 

tested with a battery of more novel gestures and bodily actions, a significant number of 545 

which they were found to copy (Custance, Whiten & Bard, 1995; Call, 2001). In a 546 

different approach, Horner and Whiten (2005) hypothesised on the basis of such 547 
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evidence that some degree of imitation and emulation might co-exist in the repertoires 548 

of both children and apes, but be expressed differentially according to context. 549 

Accordingly young children and chimpanzees witnessed a familiar model using a series 550 

of tool-based actions to extract food from either an opaque or a transparent ‘artificial 551 

fruit’. Some actions were not causally necessary and this was visibly apparent in the 552 

transparent apparatus. It was predicted that an intelligent imitator would imitate the 553 

sequence of actions observed with the opaque apparatus, but faced with the transparent 554 

version would omit the unnecessary actions and thus take a more emulative approach. 555 

To our surprise this is what the chimpanzees did, suggesting that chimpanzees possess a 556 

‘portfolio’ of social learning capacities that includes both imitation and emulation, 557 

expressed differentially according to circumstances (Whiten, Horner & Marshall-558 

Pescini, 2005).  However unlike the chimpanzees, children tended to imitate the entire 559 

sequence, including any causally unnecessary elements, even when this was staring 560 

them in the fact in the transparent artificial fruit condition.  561 

Yet another approach has been the ‘ghost experiment’, in which the conditions 562 

for emulation are created, without a model being presented and so no opportunity for 563 

imitation. Hopper et al. (2007) did this with the panpipes apparatus in which successful 564 

cultural transmission had been demonstrated in the diffusion study of Whiten et al. 565 

(2005) summarised above, by arranging to have the necessary movements of the 566 

apparatus and tool occur with no intervention by a model. In this case, no chimpanzee 567 

was capable of a successful manipulation of the task, suggesting it is essential for 568 

chimpanzees to witness such complex actions and be able to copy them (Hopper, 569 

Lambeth, Schapiro & Whiten, 2015). With simpler object manipulations, such ghost 570 

experiments have produced evidence for fleeting emulative effects (Hopper, Lambeth, 571 

Schapiro & Whiten, 2008). However in a different context, clearer evidence for 572 

emulation had been found. In an experiment in which chimpanzees witnessed a human 573 

pour water from a bottle into a container to make a desirable peanut float up to become 574 

accessible in a tube, a few chimpanzees with no access to a bottle displayed impressive 575 

emulation in fetching water from their drinker in their mouths, and spitting it into the 576 

tube! (Tennie, Call & Tomasello, 2010). 577 

 578 

Overimitation 579 
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 580 

 Lyons, Young and Keil (2007) amply replicated the surprisingly blanket-style 581 

copying in the study of Horner and Whiten (2005) using a similar transparent puzzle 582 

box and other manipulable artefacts. Having failed in several efforts to encourage 3-5 583 

years-old children to behave ‘more sensibly’, they dubbed the phenomenon 584 

‘overimitation’. These authors had encouraged children to identify causally unnecessary 585 

action components like stroking a feather on a jar before unscrewing the top, offering 586 

them advice like “Remember, don’t do anything silly and extra, okay? Only do the 587 

things you have to do, okay?”. However, these children still imitated. Whiten, Horner 588 

and Marshall-Pescini (2005) suggested that children were essentially applying a ‘rule of 589 

thumb’ that simply copying all a competent adult does is generally productive. Lyons et 590 

al. went further, proposing an ‘automatic encoding mechanism’, in which young 591 

children automatically see adult actions on unfamiliar objects as causally effective. 592 

They suggested this may an adaptive disposition because children grow up surrounded 593 

by a huge array of objects that are often initially quite opaque regarding their causal 594 

workings 595 

 Overimitation has been confirmed in numerous studies and identified across several 596 

very different cultures (Berl and Hewlett 2015, Nielsen, Mushin, Tomaselli & Whiten,  597 

2014).  The early studies of Horner and Whiten (2005) and Lyons et al. (2007) were 598 

with pre-school children and it was anticipated that the effect would wane in older 599 

children, with their more sophisticated cognition. To the contrary, imitation was found 600 

in the teenage years (Nielsen and Tomaselli, 2010) and even in adults (McGuigan, 601 

Makinson & Whiten, 2011). Lyons, Damrosch, Lin, Macris & Keil (2011) offered 602 

further evidence for their causal encoding hypothesis, but many other studies have 603 

offered evidence that a social function is being served, building bonds by being more 604 

like others, or mastering cultural norms and rituals (Hoehl, Zettersten, Schleihauf, Gratz 605 

& Pauen, 2014; Kenward, Karlsson & Persson, 2011; Keupp, Behne & Rakoczy, 2013; 606 

Nielsen, Simcock & Jenkins, 2008). 607 

 It is nowadays common to read that overimitation is unique to humans, but this is 608 

based only on the original study of Horner and Whiten and another by Nielsen and 609 

Widjojo (2011), so replication and elaboration is badly needed. Effects in chimpanzee 610 

social learning perhaps more akin to overimitation were reported by Price, Lambeth, 611 
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Schapiro and Whiten (2008). Chimpanzees who saw a conspecific joining two sticks 612 

together to make a long tool to rake in food were more likely to learn this than non-613 

observing individuals. However a few of these controls invented the stick-joining 614 

technique themselves. When the cognitive flexibility of successful chimpanzees was 615 

tested by providing food items close enough to make the long rake tool redundant, Price 616 

et al. found that the social learners were more likely to persist in the stick-joining 617 

technique they had acquired by observation than were  the individual learners. This 618 

invokes some degree of ‘overcopying’ that perhaps bears some relationship to the 619 

overimitation we see so dramatically evidenced in children. 620 

 621 

Conformity 622 

 623 

Conformity is well illustrated by experiments made famous by the social psychologist 624 

Solomon Asch (1956), in which people in a small group were asked in turn to make a 625 

simple judgment about the relative length of lines. However, only one individual was 626 

the actual subject, and the others were stooges of the experimenter, primed to voice an 627 

incorrect choice. As many as 30% of the participants expressed the same preference as 628 

the others, despite clear visible evidence the choices were incorrect. Studies of this 629 

phenomeon by Walker and Andrade (1996) reporting as many as 85% of 3-5-year-olds 630 

conforming in this way. A lesser figure of 20% of 3-4-year-olds conforming was 631 

reported in a more recent study by Corriveau and Harris (2010). One explanation may 632 

be that the other children were shown only on video, although it remains possible that 633 

the American children tested in these two studies have become less conformist in recent 634 

times.  635 

 Chimpanzees in the cultural transmission study of Whiten et al. (2005) who 636 

discovered the non-seeded solution tended later to converge on the method seeded in 637 

that group, that had become the group norm. This suggests an effect akin to that found 638 

by Asch, because these chimpanzees had experience of both options yet converged on 639 

the norm, apparently just because it was the method that was most common. However 640 

van Leeuwen and Haun (2014) argue this may instead reflect a tendency to converge on 641 

a first-learned technique, and this cannot be ruled out in that study. Van Leeuwen and 642 
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Haun express skepticism about the evidence for this brand of conformity for primates 643 

non-human animals in general.  644 

 To directly tackle the question of whether naïve chimpanzees favour copying a 645 

majority, Haun, Rekers and Tomasello (2012) arranged that subjects could observe three 646 

conspecifics posting tokens in one of three receptacles, contrasting with only a single 647 

individual doing this three times in a different receptacle, and found that subjects’ 648 

subsequent choices did indeed tend to follow the majority. Young children made similar 649 

choices.  However this did not require any switching of preferences. Haun, Rekers and 650 

Tomasello (2014) did incorporate this requirement, such that individuals first had to 651 

learn a reward location preference, then saw three conspecifics making a different 652 

choice. In this case only one of 12 chimpanzees were prepared to switch, whereas this 653 

was more characteristic of young children, approximately half of whom did so.  654 

 Luncz and Boesch (2014) and Luncz, Witting and Boesch (2015) have provided 655 

some evidence that wild chimpanzees are subject to this more demanding kind of 656 

conformity. These authors identified differences between neighbouring communities in 657 

their seasonal preferences for stone and wooden tool materials for cracking nuts. That 658 

the differences are found between neighbouring communities implies that genetic and 659 

ecological explanations can be discounted, implicating cultural transmission as the 660 

cause. Females show the same local biases as the males, yet the females have typically 661 

immigrated from other communities, implying they tend to conform to the local norms 662 

they experience there. One female who was tracked as she migrated, gradually 663 

converged on the new local patterns she experienced.  664 

 It is possible that these conformist dispositions become activated particularly in 665 

contexts of uncertainty, as in immigrating to a new area, and other recent reports of 666 

conformity in vervet monkeys (van de Waal, Borgeaud & Whiten, 2013) and great tits  667 

(Aplin et al. 2015a,b) are consistent with this. 668 

 Other researchers focused on human cultural dynamics have emphasized a different 669 

criterion for conformity. Boyd and Richerson (1985) defined conformity as an 670 

exaggerated tendency to copy the majority. For example, if 80% of people in a 671 

community show a preference for option A over B, conformist transmission would be 672 

shown if incomers adopted option A with significantly greater probability than 0.8. Such 673 

an effect would be important in enhancing in-group cultural homogeneity and inter-674 
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group cultural diversity, as modelling by the authors confirmed. However, evidence that 675 

humans conform in this exaggerated way is limited (Claidiere & Whiten, 2012). 676 

Morgan, Laland and Harris (2015) demonstrated the effect in young children, especially 677 

in the contexts of uncertainty highlighted above. Evidence of such an effect has recently 678 

been reported in birds (great tits) in a large population of marked individuals (Aplin et 679 

al. 2015a), an effect challenged by van Leeuwen, Kendal, Tennie and Haun (2015), 680 

leading to more compelling evidence being offered by Aplin et al. (2015b). As these 681 

exchanges emphasise, this topic is currently one of intriguing controversy. 682 

 683 

Selective and ‘Rational’ Social Learning 684 

 685 

 Copying others often offers a productive and safe way to learn, by comparison with 686 

individual exploration and learning. However, it can also lead to copying actions that 687 

are instead maladaptive. Because of this we can predict the evolution and development 688 

of selective biases about when, from whom, and how to copy, according to the context 689 

(Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Laland, 2004). Young chimpanzees’ selectivity in the 690 

transparent box experiment of Horner and Whiten described above is one example, 691 

contrasting with a surprising lack of selectivity in children in ‘overimitation’ contexts.  692 

 However, other studies have demonstrated a plethora of kinds of selectivity in 693 

children’s social learning (Wood, Kendal & Flynn, 2013; Price, Wood & Whiten, in 694 

press), including many studies of the bases of children’s trust in the verbal testimony of 695 

others (Harris 2012). These language-based studies offer little scope for direct 696 

comparisons with apes, but these can nevertheless be made in several other domains. 697 

 One concerns ‘rational’ imitation (Gergely, Bekkering & Kiraly,, 2002). Gergely 698 

and colleagues repeated Meltzoff’s (1998) study in which infants readily copied an adult 699 

using their head rather than their hand to touch and so switch on a light, but they added 700 

a condition in which the model wrapped a blanket round their shoulders, such that they 701 

could not use their hands. Infants were much less ready to imitate the head touch in this 702 

circumstance. Gergely et al. concluded that infants have a sophisticated ‘theory of 703 

action’ that allows them to distinguish between actions that are intentional and worth 704 

copying, or instead are forced through context, as in the blanket condition. This idea has 705 

been adapted for apes by Buttelmann, Carpenter, Call and Tomasello (2007, 2008). 706 
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These authors showed that enculturated chimpanzees, intimately reared by humans, 707 

showed similar selectivity biases to the infants. 708 

 Many biases concern who amongst alternative models is best to learn from. Horner, 709 

Proctor, Bonnie, Whiten and de Waal (2010) arranged that a high and a low ranked 710 

chimpanzees posted tokens in alternative containers at different locations to obtain 711 

rewards, and found that their groupmates preferentially copied the high rankers. This is 712 

likely to make adaptive sense because high rank is associated with access to the best 713 

resources such as food or mates, as well as well as being a general indicator of higher 714 

biological fitness, so a high ranker may be optimal to copy. In humans this is recognized 715 

in preferential copying of ‘prestigious’ individuals like celebrities (Henrich & Gil-716 

White, 2002). Kendal et al. (2015) provided evidence from the dynamics of social 717 

learning in chimpanzees, of a bias to copy dominant and knowledgeable individuals. 718 

 Similar effects have been found in experiments with children, reviewed by Wood et 719 

al. (2012) and Price et al. (in press). Thus Zmyj, Buttelmann, Carpenter and Daum 720 

(2010) showed that infants will tend to preferentially copy whichever of two models 721 

displays more competent behaviour. At a crude level, age predicts such relative 722 

behavioural competence, and several experiments have found that adults are 723 

preferentially copied over child peers (Rakoczy, Hamann, Warneken & Tomasello, 724 

2010; McGuigan et al. 2011). Interestingly, this bias may be reversed in play context 725 

when the optimal model may be a child rather than an adult (Zmyj, Daum, Prinz, 726 

Nielsen & Aschersleben, 2012). 727 

 The selectivity evidence in these studies poses something of a puzzling contrast 728 

with the lack of selectivity that defines overimitation, reviewed in the prior section, and 729 

with conformity, which we review next (Whiten 2013). 730 

 731 

Cumulative Cultural Learning versus Conservatism 732 

 733 

Can the gulf between human cumulative culture and the minimal commonalities we see 734 

in the other apes be explained by the underlying social learning mechanisms available to 735 

each species? Surprisingly few experimental studies have directly addressed this by 736 

arranging situations that offer opportunities for cumulative cultural change. Marshall-737 

Pescini and Whiten (2008b) did this by first demonstrating to young chimpanzees how 738 
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to open a hatch in an artificial foraging box and insert a small probe to extract some 739 

honey from inside, that could be the licked off the probe. These youngsters tended to 740 

acquire the technique whereas control individuals without benefit of a model did not, 741 

hence demonstrating a first phase of social learning. However when additionally shown 742 

a more complicated technique in which the probe was inserted into another hole to free 743 

the lid of the box and obtain all the nuts and honey inside, the chimpanzees failed to 744 

learn this, and stuck with the simpler probing method they knew. Given that other 745 

control individuals did discover the more complex technique, it appeared that these 746 

chimpanzees were inhibited from rachetting up their skills to the more complex 747 

technique by a conservative tendency to become stuck on the first-learned approach that 748 

they had mastered. By contrast, young children presented with the same scenarios also 749 

socially learned the first probing technique, but additionally tended to benefit from the 750 

further modelling and ratchetted their skill up the lid-opening technique (Whiten, 751 

McGuigan, Horner & Marshall-Pescini, 2009). Chimpanzee conservatism has been 752 

described in other studies (Hrubesch, Preuschoft & van Schaik, 2008; Hopper, Lambeth, 753 

Schapiro & Brosnan, 2011) and offers one possible explanation for the limited 754 

cumulative culture displayed by chimpanzees. 755 

 However this hypothesis was not supported by a study by Dean, Kendal, Schapiro, 756 

Thierry and Laland (2012). Here, chimpanzees and children were faced with a puzzle 757 

box in which a series of three manipulations of increasing difficulty would provide 758 

progressively more valuable rewards. Children reached higher levels than the apes and 759 

monkeys, but did not appear to benefit from the success of a few of their number that 760 

did solve at the highest level, thus again showing a lack of cumulative culture. However, 761 

in a condition in which participants could no longer obtain low level rewards, they still 762 

did not achieve more at higher levels. This scenario prevented satisficing actions at the 763 

low level, so mere conservatism about such behaviour could not explain chimpanzees’ 764 

failure to show cumulation in this experiment. Dean et al. reported other differences in 765 

behavior between the species, to which superior cumulative progress by the children 766 

might be attributed: notably spontaneous teaching, prosocial sharing and a greater 767 

tendency to match the successful actions displayed by other children. It is thus possible 768 

that one or more of these, acting in concert, may explain the results. However, other 769 

studies have experimentally manipulated such variables and not found supportive 770 
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results (Zwinner & Thornton, 2016). For example, Caldwell and Millen (2009) had 771 

small groups of young adults make paper planes designed to fly as far as possible, and 772 

then repeatedly removed members and added new ones to investigate potential 773 

cumulative culture along the chains. Such progressive change was documented, but this 774 

occurred even in conditions that prevented either imitation of actions, or teaching.   775 

Recognition of Transmission Processes 776 

 777 

Hayes and Hayes (1952) studied imitation in a home reared chimpanzee by training her 778 

to try to imitate actions on being asked to “Do this”. The ape could then be tested on a 779 

variety of novel actions and was reported to copy these. This approach was more 780 

systematically applied to two young chimpanzees by Custance et al. (1995) who 781 

presented a battery of 48 novel acts and blind-coded the results, identifying a significant 782 

ability to match the actions presented. Call (2001) replicated this with an enculturated 783 

orangutan, identifying as many as 58% full imitations and 32% partial imitations. What 784 

is remarkable is that these apes can learn the ‘game’ - which appears to require that they 785 

can recognize what it is to imitate. Several efforts to train monkeys to do this have 786 

failed (Whiten et al. 2004, for details), suggesting that apes may be special in their 787 

reflexive recognition of the imitation process,  a capacity shared with young children wo 788 

demonstrate this in a variety of imitation games.  789 

 790 

Teaching 791 

 792 

In cultures with schools and universities, teaching is easily assumed to be a major force 793 

for the transmission of many different aspects of cultural information and skill. 794 

However there are some interesting challenges and contrary evidence on this in the 795 

wider research literature. On the one hand, anthropologists have often commented on a 796 

lack of explicit or even informal teaching in hunter-gather societies (reviewed in 797 

Whiten, Horner & Marshall-Pescini, 2003), an important observation because such 798 

societies are thought to represent a very long period of human evolution, stretching back 799 

a million or two years in some form and giving way to agriculture only around 10-800 

12,000 years ago – the blink of an evolutionary eye (Whiten & Erdal, 2012). This may 801 

be because of a lack of serious attention to documenting such behaviour, anthropologists 802 
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often having different priorities. Recent, more systematic, studies that have focused 803 

more specifically on the topic have reported more evidence of teaching than the earlier 804 

relatively anecdotal reports might suggest (Hewlett, Fouts, Boyette & Hewlett, 2011). 805 

Broader concepts of teaching that may encompass the ‘scaffolding’ of children’s cultural 806 

development are more consistent with these newer conceptions and data (Whiten & 807 

Milner, 1983; Kline, 2015, Kline, Boyd & Henrich, 2013).  808 

 In any case, such demotion of the significance of teaching in humans contrasts with 809 

observations of early and spontaneous teaching by young children, albeit in western 810 

cultures where children experience schooling from early on, as well as much informal 811 

teaching by parents and familiar others. Thus both Whiten and Flynn (2010) and Dean 812 

et al. (2012), in the course of social learning experiments with small groups of children, 813 

recorded numerous instances of preschool children spontaneously and verbally 814 

instructing their peers in how to solve the experimental problems presented.  815 

 Little of such behaviour has been described in chimpanzees, apart from an often 816 

patchy tolerance of youngsters learning activities like nut-cracking being allowed to 817 

borrow their mother’s hammer materials and mothers allowing them additional nuts 818 

(Boesch, 2012). Interestingly, this contrasts markedly with evidence of teaching, defined 819 

functionally as incurring a cost to support some aspects of development, occurring in 820 

some other, non-primate species, such as meerkats learning to deal with scorpions as 821 

prey (Thornton & Raihani 2008). In that case, adults will bring scorpions for pups to 822 

practice with, disabling and recovering them in ways adapted to different stages of pups’ 823 

developing competence (Thornton & McCauliffe 2006). It may be that there is 824 

particular need of such support in predatory species like felines and meerkats, where 825 

young have to make the difficult transition from suckling milk to a mode of adult 826 

foraging that require considerable skill and practice in catching and killing prey. Hoppitt 827 

et al., (2008) suggest that by contrast to this, apes have relatively sophisticated 828 

observational learning mechanisms and a long period of development in which to learn 829 

more gradually, with respect to skills like opening difficult foods and using tools to 830 

harvest invertebrate prey. 831 

 832 

Cultural Contents 833 

 834 
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 Hill (2009) has suggested two major differences between human culture and the 835 

closest forms it takes in other species. One is concerns cumulative culture, already 836 

discussed above. The second concerns the specific contents of culture, where Hill 837 

highlights human “symbolic reinforcement of particular systems of rules and 838 

institutions that regulate behaviour” (p. 285) as distinctive. But of course there is a vast 839 

range of other cultural contents that are distinctive even in those nomadic, human 840 

hunter-gatherer cultures whose total material items can be carried on their backs as they 841 

move from camp to camp. Examples from hunter-gather culture include hafted and 842 

other multi-component weapons and other tools, clothing, fire and medicines, and social 843 

components ranging from the local language acquired  to ceremonial behaviour, dance, 844 

music, marriage customs, moral norms and religion – and on and on! Murdock et 845 

al.(1987) distinguished 569 subcategories of such cultural contents in anthropologists 846 

Human Relations Area Files (HRAF) describing different human societies, which 847 

include such headings as ‘leather, textiles and fabrics’ constituted by work in skins, 848 

knots and lashings, mats and basketry, and woven fabrics. Most of the 569 categories do 849 

not apply to chimpanzees – a measure of the gulf between what culture achieves in 850 

humans versus other apes. Nevertheless, some chimpanzee cultural content is of course 851 

absent in humans, such as certain grooming customs and forms of sexual courtship like 852 

oral ‘leaf-clipping’ and other vegetation-manipulations, used to noisily attract a 853 

potential mating partner. 854 

 Nevertheless it is possible to identify features of cultural content that chimpanzees 855 

and humans share, so long as this is done as an appropriate and intermediate level of 856 

abstraction. We do not find a specific technique like chimpanzee ‘pestle pounding’ of 857 

the growing points of palm trees (Whiten et al., 1999) in humans – but we do share a 858 

tool culture that includes a range of pounding tools as well as puncturing, probing and 859 

wiping tools, used for a diversity of functions that include aiding foraging (e.g. nut-860 

cracking), comfort (e.g. leaf seats on wet ground) and hygiene (e.g. leaf wipes for blood, 861 

faeces or semen on the body). Shared contents of social behaviour appear less easy to 862 

identify, but include vocal differences between communities (Crockford et al., 2004).  863 

 Even so, do such questions about content really address the core of cultural 864 

phenomena? Content differences in culture are perhaps more to do with the range of 865 

behaviours that humans and chimpanzees can respectively generate, very much the 866 
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result of human brains three times larger than similarly sized apes. Whether and how 867 

these become cultural phenomena in the different species are determined by the social 868 

learning processes reviewed above. Nevertheless, the content differences represent 869 

some of the most striking differences when we compare the scope of cultures in the two 870 

species. Arguably, they deserve more systematic studies and comparisons in future. 871 

 872 

Concluding Discussion 873 

 874 

The studies reviewed above have shown that chimpanzees and other apes have 875 

extensive, multiple-tradition cultures that shape significant parts of their lives and 876 

profoundly affect the nature of development, phenomena shared with our own species. 877 

The same is true for numerous aspects of the underlying social learning processes 878 

outlined above and summarized in Table 1. These commonalities suggest that our 879 

human cultural capacities did not appear completely out of the blue, but instead have 880 

ancient foundations that can be traced through these comparative and evolutionary 881 

analyses. At the same time, these comparisons point up all the ways in which human 882 

cultural capacities and manifestations have built up since the time our ancestors last 883 

split from the line leading to present day chimpanzees and bonobos. For much of this 884 

period there appears to have been little advance, with cultural complexity only 885 

accelerating in relatively recent times within the stone age (Whiten et al., 2011; 886 

Henrich, 2015).  887 

 I end by pointing out that these evolutionary events in the domain of culture are 888 

part of a much larger psychological picture that developmental and comparative 889 

research has been uncovering, delineating a cluster of socio-cognitive features that 890 

underwrite humanity’s remarkable evolutionary success. The other ‘pillars’ of this 891 

socio-cognitive complex include mindreading (‘theory of mind’), language, and 892 

egalitarian dispositions coupled with forms of cooperation unprecedented in primates, 893 

that are crucial adaptations in the hunter-gatherer way of life (Whiten & Erdal, 2012). 894 

Human cumulative culture supports each of these, and is in turn facilitated by them. As 895 

for the social learning and culture reviewed in this paper, roots of each can be discerned 896 

through recent primate research. However, the positive feedbacks amongst the forms 897 
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they have taken in humans create a uniquely deep social mind that has made our species 898 

what it is.  899 
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 1235 
Table 1. Features of culture shared by chimpanzees, humans and (by inference) the common 1236 
chimpanzee/human ancestor, and features of culture distinctive in humans. Features (rows) are 1237 
nested under three main headings (see text for extended discussion). Based on Whiten (2011 1238 
and in press). Each row represents one way in which ‘culture’ extends beyond the mere 1239 
existence of a tradition: see text for a fuller description. Each item is inspired by the scope of 1240 
human culture together with the existence of relevant evidence for chimpanzees, permitting 1241 
inferences about the origins of such characteristics in our common ancestor of approximately 6-1242 
7 million years ago. 1243 
 1244 
 Shared features Distinctive in humans 

1. Population-level patterning   

1.1 Mulitple, diverse traditions. Traditions numerous compared to 

other species: over 40 in both 

species. 

Traditions have become so 

numerous as to be ‘countless’. 

1.2 Local cultures with unique 

arrays of traditions. 

Each local culture is defined by a 

unique suite of traditions, in 

chimpanzees ranging from 9 to over 

20. 

Regional cultures are distinguished 

by vast numbers of different 

traditions, extending to languages 

and religions. 

1.3 Clustering of traditions through 

core ideas. 

Remains to be determined: some 

evidence consistent with this. 

Occurs (e.g. LeVine 1984) but 

status is debated (Boyd et al. 1997). 

1.4 Cumulative cultural evolution. Minimal at best, and disputed.  Extremely elaborate and 

progressive, at least after 100K 

years ago. 

   

2. Social learning processes   

2.1 Maintaining fidelity in cultural 

transmission 

Experiments show transmission 

across and between groups and 

several cultural generations: 

archaeology shows stone tool use 

across several millennia.  

Fidelity to basic Acheulian stone 

tool designs across ~1 million years 

widely assumed to be due to 

cultural transmission.  

2.2 Portfolio of social learning 

mechanisms. 

Portfolio includes imitation and 

emulation, recognizable copying of 

action sequences. 

Higher fidelity copying of complex 

actions is routine. 

2.3 Potency of social learning Some evidence that social learning 

may over-ride individual learning in 

some contexts.  

Blanket copying (‘over-imitation’) 

found from childhood to adulthood, 

although some context sensitivity. 

2.4 Conformity Limited evidence for tendency to 

copy majority, even when 

alternatives known of.  

Strong conformity common; ready 

acquisition of arbitrary conventions, 

such as gestures. 

2.5 Selective social learning Evidence for selectivity in relation 

to visible efficacy of actions and 

model characteristics.  

Some models preferred (‘trusted’) 

for cultural acquisitions based on a 

suite of factors.  

2.6 Cumulative social learning. Cumulative social learning 

constrained, in part by marked  

conservatism.  

Able to upgrade sophistication of 

repertoire by observational learning 

and generate cumulative culture. 

3.5 Recognition of transmission 

processes 

Chimpanzees and other apes have 

been able to learn rule ‘Do-as-I-do’. 

Extended to intentional teaching, 

education and propaganda. 

3.6 Teaching  Minimal ‘scaffolding’ in limited 

contexts at best; disputed. 

Now common in some contexts, but 

has been reported as rare in hunter-

gatherer life.  

   

3. Content of cultures   

3.1 Physical (non-social) Includes non-tool foraging 

techniques as well as tools 

fashioned and used for foraging, 

comfort, hygiene. 

Includes tool construction methods, 

material culture for hunting, 

trapping, clothing, medicine, 

shelters and more. 

3.2 Social behaviour Includes grooming conventions, 

possibly dialects. and social use of 

tools (e.g. leaf-clip in courtship).  

Includes language and other 

symbolic conventions, moral norms, 

ceremonies institutions and more. 

1245 
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Figure captions 1246 

 1247 

Figure 1. Culture pyramid. The base of the pyramid is broad because it represents social 1248 

information transfer, shown to be increasingly widespread in the animal kingdom. Some 1249 

resulting behaviour copying is transient, but other items may be transmitted repeatedly 1250 

between individuals to become traditions. A third level distinguishes the yet smaller set 1251 

of cultural phenomena defined by multiple traditions The fourth level denotes 1252 

cumulative cultural evolution, the speciality of human culture (after Whiten and van 1253 

Schaik, 2007; see Haidle et al., 2015, for an extension of this series to create an eight-1254 

step model to accommodate later stages of human cultural evolution).  1255 

 1256 

Figure 2. Spread of experimentally seeded, multiple traditions generating four different 1257 

chimpanzee ‘cultures’. At each pair of locations, alternative techniques were 1258 

experimentally seeded in a single individual and all spread locally to others. Each block 1259 

with a letter code represents a single chimpanzee, with shading corresponding to the 1260 

alternative seeded techniques. At Yerkes, Row 1 = lift versus slide methods to open a 1261 

‘doorian fruit’, run as a diffusion chain (Horner et al. 2006); Row 2 = poke versus lift 1262 

panpipes techniques spread in an open (unconstrained) diffusion (Whiten et al. 2005); 1263 

Row 3 = bucket versus pipe posting option for tokens in an open diffusion (Bonnie et al. 1264 

2007); Row 4 = hand-clasp grooming, which emerged spontaneously and spread in only 1265 

one Yerkes community. At Bastrop, Row 1 = turn-ip-slide versus turn-ip-ratchet 1266 

techniques, Row 2 = fish-probe versus fish-slide techniques, to extract food from two 1267 

different devices; each technique spread to a second group (middle, groups B2, B5) and 1268 

then a third (bottom, B3, B6) (Whiten et al. 2007). Numbers show order of acquisition. 1269 

Based on Whiten et al. (2007) and references above. 1270 

 1271 

Figure 3. Sequence of model actions in overimitation studies. Photos illustrate an adult 1272 

model performing causally irrelevant actions of shifting a bolt to access the top hole and 1273 

then insert a stick tool; and a child model performing subsequent causally necessary 1274 

actions to reveal the lower hole and use a stick tool to retrieve a reward. In the studies 1275 

discussed in the text, all four steps were undertaken by an adult in sequence, or similarly 1276 

by a child model. Based on McGuigan et al. (2011), with permission. 1277 
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